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ABSTRACT.  Using structural linguistics, the present article offers an impartial frame of 
reference to analyze science education in the non-Western world.  In Japan, science 
education has been free from epistemological reflection because Japan regards science only as 
effective technology for modernization.  By not taking account of the world view aspect of 
science, Japan can treat science as not self-referential.  Issues of science education are then 
rather simple; they are only concerned with the question of „how to‟, and answers to this 
question are judged according to the efficiency achieved for modernization. 
     Science, however, is a way of seeing „nature‟.  This word is generally translated into 
Japanese as „shizen‟ which has a totally different connotation and therefore does not lead to an 
understanding of the Western scientific spirit.  Saussure‟s approach to language is used to 
expose the consequences of the misinterpretations that spring from this situation.  In order to 
minimize or prevent these misinterpretations, it is emphasized that science education should 
be identified with foreign language education in the non-Western world.
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1.INTRODUCTION 
Japan, a nation in the non-West,
1
 has succeeded in building a highly industrialized society.  
This success is often referred to as evidence in favor of the type of Japanese science education 
which has been conducted since mid-19th century.  In order to transplant science into Japan, 
a lot of scientific concepts were translated into Japanese.  Some were replaced by existing 
Japanese words and others were assigned to new Japanese words coined deliberately.  The 
Japanese word „shizen‟, one of the most significant words in Japanese philosophy,2 was 
picked up as a precise equivalent of 'nature' at that time and science education in Japan 
became convinced that „shizen‟ is the same as 'nature'.  The linguistic procedure of 
translation is common to the non-West and essential for conducting science education; 
however, this peculiar linguistic substitute has caused unforeseen problems in science 
education in Japan.  The word 'shizen' was not an empty receptacle for concepts.  Not 
because this word had already been filled with inherited Japanese concepts, but because words 
are not receptacles that can be arbitrarily filled.  The container-contents model is not 
applicable to words and their meaning. 
     From the viewpoint of science education in Japan, I have pointed out and investigated a 
hidden conflict which stems from this linguistic procedure (Kawasaki 1990).  In the previous 
investigation, however, structural linguistics was not used effectively as a tool for examining 
the container-contents model.  In this article, I intend to relativize science with the aid of 
structural linguistics stemming from Saussure.  I also want to formulate the rationale for 
science education in Japan.  The rationale will be appropriate to other non-Western countries, 
where people have been forced to receive science, to a greater or lesser degree, creating a 
conflict with their own value systems.  The rationale will be closely related to answers to the 
following questions:  „What is or should be the motivating force for conducting science 
education in Japan?‟, „Should the rationale be the same as in the West?‟, and „If it should be 
the same, is it appropriate to a science education in accordance with the Japanese system of 
education?‟ 
     Apart from the actual facts in the history of science, Westerners generally identify 
themselves as original cultivators of science.  Japan, in contrast, was forced to accept science 
about one-and-a-half centuries ago for the sake of modernization.  In order to accomplish the 
modernization successfully, Japan has coordinated its science education.  By conducting 
science education, Japan has implicitly formed a view of science, that establishes an unspoken 
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rationale for science education.  The Japanese view of science is entirely different from that 
of the West because the social and historical situations relating to science in Japan are different 
from those of the West.  In the non-West, there are many views of science corresponding to 
the respective situations.  Hence, it is necessary to recognize the existence of many types of 
science education.  Notable differences must exist in the understanding of science education 
among the West, Japan, and other non-Western countries; in other words, it is necessary to 
recognize the existence of many types of rationale for science education.  
     In  the present article, with the help of structural linguistics, cultural comparisons will 
be made between the West and Japan.  This procedure can be justified for the following 
reason.  While Japan uses Japanese, the West uses languages classified as SAE, Standard 
Average European (Whorf 1959, p.138).  Among SAE languages there is a good measure by 
which these languages can in some way be calibrated (Whorf 1959, p.214).  A comparison 
between science education in Japan and in the areas using SAE languages would require 
finding a common linguistic dimension.
3
 
     In studying cross-cultural phenomena, it is necessary to set up a frame of reference 
which makes it possible to consider the phenomena outside of a specific culture.  If the frame 
of reference is set up based on a specific culture, which is generally chosen among Western 
cultures, impartial examination of phenomena observed in the non-West could not be 
expected. 
     In order to liberate ourselves from cultural bias, it will help to introduce structuralism as 
the frame of reference.  Structuralism has been applied to anthropology, where no fruitful 
conclusions about cultural phenomena could be expected if they were observed in a biased 
manner.  Essentially an anthropologist must be liberated from the anthropologist's own 
culture, i.e. habitual ways of thinking.  'The master discipline of structuralism, to which all its 
practitioners constantly revert, is linguistics' (Caws 1973, p.323).  In this context, „linguistics‟ 
is what Saussure, the founder of modern linguistics, developed:  structural linguistics.   
     In the next section, science will be relativized with the aid of structural linguistics.  In 
the third, I will introduce the associative relation given by Saussure and investigate how it 
works in science education.  Having laid a basis of structural linguistics, I will examine in the 
fourth section the problems peculiar to science education in Japan; from the viewpoint of 
structural linguistics, it will be distinguished from that in the West.  Finally, some concluding 
remarks will be made in the fifth section. 
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2. STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS 
Intellectualism
4
 or logocentrism insists on pure reason and reality, both of which are believed 
to be perfectly separable from any concrete language and empirical or physical world; this 
separation has been one of the most significant aspects of Western philosophy since Plato.  
Intellectualism has established a lasting influence over Western ways of thinking, in particular 
scientific ways of thinking.  The separated „pure reason‟ and 'reality' determine the role of 
words:  A word is regarded as a tool to point out a specific concept or as a container for 
concepts associated with the word.  The Western conceptual framework of thought can be 
summarized as: 
one can draw many elements of logocentrism, the familiar conceptual framework of Western 
thought:  ordinary ideas about language rely on hierarchical oppositions between reality and 
appearance, between essence and accident, between inside and outside, between meaning and 
form, where the first term takes priority and the second is conceived in relation to it, as derivative 
and dependent. (Culler 1988, pp.111-112)   
All the first terms in the cited pairs above are separated from the second ones that are 
perceptible physically.  Because of the separability of the first ones, logocentrism justifies the 
container-contents model.  We readily find an actual example of logocentrism in the central 
doctrines of traditional empiricism developed in the West:  „Terms get their meaning as a 
result of having been correlated with some set of impressions or, to use a more contemporary 
term, “sense-data”‟ (Brown 1979, p.37).  According to this doctrine, terms can contain their 
meaning optionally based on „sense-data‟.  Since terms are ultimately perceptible by the 
auditory and/or visual senses, they are considered to be outside, derivative from and dependent 
on what „sense-data‟ mean. 
     In contrast, structural linguistics emphasizes complete reliance of both pure reason and 
reality on a language, a system of words:  It denies the priority given to meaning.  
Furthermore, structural linguistics argues that pure reason and reality are created from a 
viewpoint corresponding to a specific language.  Saussure insisted that „far from it being the 
object that antedates the viewpoint, it would seem that it is the viewpoint that creates the 
object‟ (Saussure 1966, p.8).  In field theory, for example, „physicists create new particles 
rather than simply discover them‟ (Gregory 1990, p.145).  As long as elementary particles are 
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regarded as physical objects, they are indeed created by field theory and its view of matter.  
Usually, this may be discussed in the context of the theory-dependence of observation 
emphasized in the new philosophy of science:  „Science does not start with observation 
statements because theory of some kind precedes all observation statements‟ (Chalmers 1982, 
p.32).  The preceding theory determines what is to be observed.  This means that the 
scientific theory as a viewpoint creates the scientific objects to be observed.  Saussure‟s 
statement above seems to show a remarkable similarity of the role of language to the new 
philosophy of science.  From the viewpoint of science education, however, it is much more 
significant than the theory-dependence of observation because it takes every cultural behavior 
into account.  In contrast, the new philosophy of science restricts its consideration to science. 
     We have to modify what the term „reality‟ means since whoever may be interested in 
physics regards the elementary particles as reality.  There are not the two types of reality:  
reality preceding a viewpoint and reality created by a viewpoint.  There is only reality created 
by the viewpoint.  The notion of 'reality preceding viewpoint' is created by Western thought 
which is just one of viewpoints in the world.  It is no more than one type of reality created by 
the Western viewpoint.  The scientific viewpoint has created objects of scientific 
investigation, giving them the generic name „nature‟.  There are many types of reality created 
in accordance with different viewpoints in the world.  This is the first step taken here to 
relativize Western science. 
     In order to understand how a viewpoint creates objects to be observed, it may be helpful 
to consider the origins of constellations.  Even if the night sky is seen full of stars, a point of 
view is needed to see combinations of stars as constellations.  The Greco-Roman viewpoint 
articulated and divided the twinkling light points into Greco-Roman constellations; in other 
words, the viewpoint created the constellations as objects to be perceived.  Each constellation 
was given its own name at the time of its creation.  It should be noticed that applying a 
viewpoint, articulating and dividing randomly spread stars, perceiving them as constellations, 
and giving their names are different aspects of the same psychological phenomenon:  
recognition (Maruyama 1982, p.123).  In fact, a science teacher could neither point out a 
specific star, nor teach astronomy, without articulating a system of stars, either the 
Greco-Roman system or the system of equatorial coordinates. 
     Supposing a different viewpoint from Greco-Roman is cast onto the night sky, what will 
happen?  In the same way as the Greco-Roman system of constellations was articulated, the 
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Chinese system of constellations was articulated by the Chinese viewpoint.  People in the Far 
East adhered to the constellation system organized by the Chinese viewpoint until the 
beginning of modernization or Westernization.  The principle of the articulation is as 
follows: 
With Polaris as the centre, the heavens are radiantly divided into the twenty-eight „Inns‟ of 
unequal breadths, each division being denominated after its typical constellation, besides 
enclosing numerous „Seats‟ subordinate to the latter. (Minakata 1973, p.29) 
Since the different viewpoint articulated and created the new system of constellations, the 
difference should be stressed in astrological recognition between the West and the Far East.  
Even if the same star, say the star labeled as „Eta‟ in Ursa Major according to the 
Greco-Roman constellation system, is observed, there is no commensurability between what 
the star signifies to peoples in the West and in the Far East.  What Western people recognize 
is the end of the Great Bear‟s tail while what Far Eastern people observe is the tip of the 
handle of „Peh-Tau‟ or the North Ladle consisting of the seven stars which constitute a part of 
Ursa Major.  The stars forming „Peh-Tau‟ merely coincide with those forming the back and 
tail in Ursa Major. 
     In the West, these seven stars also form the Big Dipper, the Plough, or Charles‟s Wain; 
however, it is impossible to see them as Ursa Major‟s back and tail, a dipper, a plough, and a 
wain at the same time.  Only one of them can appear in mind.  What appears in mind solely 
depends on the articulating system just employed.  This psychological phenomenon is 
well-known as „the gestalt shift‟ (e.g. Brown 1979, p.84), which takes the image as a whole.  
This means priority is given not to each star as constituent but to the system originated from 
the corresponding articulation.  The gestalt shift inevitably takes place whenever one way of 
articulating is changed into another.  The phenomenon of the gestalt shift confirms that a 
specific viewpoint creates the corresponding objects according to the way of articulating just 
carried out.  When cross-linguistic, i.e. cross-cultural, phenomena are discussed, different 
systems of articulation must be considered.  There are many gestalt shifts from one language 
to another. 
     Structural linguistics refuses the reductionist method of investigation because priority is 
given to a language as a coherent system of words.  For reductionist, constituents are 
believed to gather and perform their respective roles in order to form the system; this implies 
that the constituents precede the system.  In language as a system of words, however, no 
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constituents, e.g. words or concepts, can precede the linguistic system.  Saussure asserted that 
the role of a specific word is determined only by the roles of the words surrounding that word.  
This complete mutual dependence among words is called the negativity of linguistic signs. 
......in language there are only differences.  Even more important:  a difference generally implies 
positive terms between which the difference is set up; but in language there are only differences 
without positive terms.  Whether we take the signified or the signifier, language has neither ideas 
nor sounds that existed before the linguistic system, but only conceptual and phonic differences 
that have issued from the system.  The idea or phonic substance that a sign contains is of less 
importance than the other signs that surround it. (Saussure 1966, p.120) 
In the foregoing, the two technical terms „signified‟ and „signifier‟ indicate two aspects of a 
single linguistic sign respectively:  „signified‟ stands for its concept and „signifier‟ for its 
sound image.  As seen in the case of stars, a constellation is created by a specific viewpoint 
that articulates and coordinates the constellations.  Generating a system of constellations 
means that a specific viewpoint creates not only a constellation but also the constellations that 
surround it.  Since the constellation is differentiated from the constellations that surround it, it 
can be said that in a system of constellations „there are only differences‟.  There is only 
mutual dependence among constellations.  „'The negativity of linguistic signs‟ can be seen as 
analogous to the negativity of constellations. 
     As a different viewpoint creates a different system of constellations, a specific language 
creates objects peculiar to the language.  Thus, a word does not point out an object that is 
independent of any language.  What the word refers to is what is created by the specific 
language to which the word belongs.  A thing can be referred to and perceived only within 
the language that creates it; within a different language, the same thing might appear to be 
perceived differently according to a different articulation.  Since no linguistic system is 
formulated according to pure reason and an absolute reality, the structure of linguistic systems 
is arbitrarily constructed:  „The linguistic sign is arbitrary‟ (Culler 1988, p.19).  Structural 
linguistics does not regard a language as a list of names: 
Language is not a nomenclature and therefore its signifieds are not preexisting concepts but 
changeable and contingent concepts which vary from one state of a language to another. (Culler 
1988, pp.22-23) 
Comparing languages,
5
 we easily find the arbitrariness of linguistic sign:  The same thing 
appears to be called up by a different sound image in different languages; the same thing 
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seems to be classified as different concepts; conversely, different concepts look as if they were 
integrated into a single concept connected with a single signifier.  All this is caused by the 
arbitrariness of linguistic systems because they are all formulated by individual points of view.  
„Language is not a nomenclature‟ at all because „The linguistic sign is arbitrary‟. 
     In the same way as „casting the viewpoint, articulating  and  dividing   randomly  
spread stars, perceiving the constellations, and giving them names are different aspects of the 
same psychological phenomenon‟ called recognition, „signified‟ and „signifier‟, the two 
aspects of a single linguistic sign, cannot be separated from each other.  
Language can also be compared with a sheet of paper; thought is the front and the sound the back; 
one cannot cut the front without cutting the back at the same time; likewise in language, one can 
neither divide sound from thought nor thought from sound; the division could be accomplished 
only abstractedly, and the result would be either pure psychology or pure phonology.  Linguistics 
then works in the borderland where the elements of sound and thought combine; their 
combination produces a form, not a substance. (Saussure 1966, p.113) 
If „signified‟ and „signifier‟ were separated from each other, the separated items could not play 
any linguistic role.  The inseparability makes it possible for us to recognize the seven stars as 
a bear‟s back and tail named „Ursa Major‟; a dipper named 'Big Dipper'; a plow named 
„Plough‟; a wagon named „Wain‟. 
     Though only the arbitrariness of linguistic signs is essential, two separable types of 
arbitrariness, arbitrariness of the signified and that of the signifier, are tentatively introduced.  
For simplicity, they are considered separately in this paragraph.  The sound made by human 
vocal chords shows a continuum.  The continuum of sound is articulated and segmented 
according to a certain viewpoint; a set of sounds, i.e. a set of constituents of signifiers, is 
created.  Each constituent of the set is distinguished because it contrasts with all others as 
stated above.  The negative relation makes it possible to distinguish a specific sound from 
others that surround it whether the specific sound is pronounced in high tones or low tones, 
with fluency or not.  Suppose a specific sound were defined positively, i.e. by a positive 
definition or a limitation of tone by means of acoustic phonetics.  If this were the case, 
sounds that in practice play the same role as the specified sound would be excluded because 
they do not fit within the specification.  In fact, we recognize sounds as linguistically 
meaningful or meaningless, not because of their absolute characteristics, but because of their 
character relative to contextual linguistic sounds.  A set of signifieds is created in the same 
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way as a set of signifiers.  This is why we can discern a clock, irrespective of its size, figure, 
color, moving mechanism, and other features.  If a clock were discerned by a set of positive 
definitions, there would be clocks whose properties exceed the limits of the positive definition 
of „clock‟. 
     Once a specific concept is created by discrimination from all others, it is simultaneously 
connected with its signifier.  Although „signified‟ and „signifier‟ establish an arbitrary 
connection with each other, the connection becomes obligatory within the specific language.  
Within each language, the arbitrary combinations play the role of destiny as we have seen in 
the recognition of the seven stars as a part of a bear from the name of Ursa Major only.  Here, 
„Language is not a nomenclature‟ is exemplified from the viewpoint of the arbitrary 
connection. 
A language does not simply assign arbitrary names to a set of independently existing concepts.  It 
sets up an arbitrary relation between signifiers of its own choosing on the one hand, and signifieds 
of its own choosing on the other.  Not only does each language produce a different set of 
signifiers, articulating and dividing the continuum of sound in a distinctive way; each language 
produces a different set of signifieds; it has a distinctive and thus „arbitrary‟ way of organizing the 
world into concepts or categories. (Culler 1988, p.23) 
The arbitrarily articulated and segmented world is perceived and described only by the 
corresponding set of signifiers.  This is the birth of reality; more exactly, this is the birth of 
what acts upon us as reality or what we regard as reality.  Because of the arbitrariness of the 
way of articulation, reality depends exclusively on the linguistic system which creates it.  The 
reality of the term „reality‟ is no exception.  A language constitutes a corresponding set of 
realities, a set of indigenous realities.  The set of realities is no more than the result of an 
arbitrary way of articulating world. 
     There are other examples to demonstrate how concepts are created in a mutually 
dependent manner.  The concept of 'parent' can be created only after their child's birth and the 
child‟s birth discriminates the concept of „parents‟ from that of „couple‟, in particular „married 
couple without child‟.  The child is the element that articulates and divides „parent‟ into 
'father' and „mother‟.  Before the child‟s birth, one of the couple cannot be regarded as 
„father‟ or „mother‟.  Adopting the viewpoint of matrimony creates „husband‟ and „wife‟; 
education creates „teacher‟ and „student‟; adopting the viewpoint of mechanics creates „mass‟, 
„velocity‟, „acceleration‟, and other concepts in mechanics. 
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     It should be noticed that the birth of reality means simultaneous articulation and 
segmentation of human consciousness.  Human consciousness is a continuum by nature.  
This is why a child can learn a particular language or culture which nurtures the child 
regardless of race.  Human recognition never takes place in a purely atomistic way: 
Brown is what is not red, black, grey, yellow, etc., and the same holds for each of the other 
signifieds; When I utter the word green, such „concept‟ as might be present is perhaps best 
represented as the combination of „not-blue‟, „not-red‟, „not-yellow‟, etc. --- a bundle of nots.  
The meaning of green is a space in an interpersonal network of differences.  To give the meaning 
is not to recover something that was present.......  (Culler 1988, p.26; pp.112-113) 
The negativity arises from „a bundle of nots‟.  To recognize Ursa Major is to recognize that it 
is not one of the other Greco-Roman constellations distinguished from Ursa ajor within the 
Greco-Roman system of constellations. 
     As long as a reductionist approach is taken, it is meaningless to investigate cross-cultural 
phenomena and to make comparisons between the West and Japan.  Reductionist analyses 
require positive definitions.  Cultural constituents, however, are negatively defined by their 
contrast to others.  Yet, cross-cultural phenomena are frequently examined on the basis of 
positive constituents derived from the apparent similarity of SAE languages.  If one wants to 
scrutinize science education in Japan, where „shizen‟ is used as a precise equivalent of „nature‟, 
it will be necessary to investigate the diverse bundles of nots that delimit the meaning of the 
two words „shizen‟ and „nature‟, in the respective languages.  We can not grasp the meanings 
of the word „shizen‟ without considering all other terms that surround it in Japanese.  In the 
case of „nature‟, the same situation should be considered. 
     The West may feel a sense of incompatibility with such an anti-atomistic theory of 
recognition, but this theory is very familiar to the East.  Referring to Nagarjuna, the founder 
of Madhyamika school of Buddhism (Gomez 1987, p.372), Nakamura writes about an origin 
of „purity‟ and „impurity‟ as: 
He (Nagarjuna) did not try to grasp them separately.  He thought that „purity‟ apart from 
„impurity‟ or „impurity‟ apart from „purity‟ cannot come into existence; „purity‟, however, exists 
by negation of „impurity‟ and „impurity‟ exists by negation of „purity‟; thus they are dependent on 
each other. (Nakamura 1993, p.61) 
In the succeeding paragraph, Nakamura also writes that „the ancient Greeks and Romans did 
not like this way of thinking‟ (Nakamura 1993, p.61).  Saussure may be one of the first 
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Westerners to refuse atomistic ways of thinking since the West succeeded Greco-Roman 
civilization. 
     Given the theory of contrastive definition of linguistic signs, we can raise an objection 
against the linguistic procedure adopted in science education in Japan.  Simply substituting a 
Japanese word for a foreign word would be justified if and only if language were a 
nomenclature.  The term „nature‟ (signifier) cannot be divided from its thought (signified) 
which developed in Western philosophy, yet translation usually follows this simplistic 
procedure.  For a word from one language a substitute is chosen from another language 
because of an apparent superficial similarity and the two words are then considered to be 
equivalent.  This twice disregards the fact that the meaning of words is constituted by 
contrasts with other meanings expressed in its language.  Returning to the metaphor of the 
sheet of paper, this is an attempt to glue the front of one sheet to the back of another one.  
This is of course impossible.  Yet, the Japanese signifier „shizen‟ is expected to connect with 
the Western signified which was created by the Western way of articulating and segmenting 
the world.  What „nature‟ signifies could be approached only by considering the other terms 
with which „nature‟ is related and contrasted in the Western SAE languages.  I shall return to 
this problem in the next section. 
     The same goes for the Western term „science‟.  Science treats a set of scientific realities.  
The set of scientific realities is nothing but what the scientific viewpoint has created.  The set 
originates from the articulation valid for SAE languages only.  Only in these languages the 
name „science‟ is given to an investigation of the set of realities and also to the system of 
knowledge obtained as result of the investigation.  Similarly to SAE languages, a non-SAE 
language also constitutes a set of realities and the set originates from its own way of 
articulation.  This is why reality appears as indigenous with respect to a different language, i.e. 
a different culture.  If a language does not belong to SAE, the name „ethnoscience‟ is given to 
an investigation of its set of created realities.  In order to be impartial, in the treatment of 
cross-cultural phenomena, science should be called Western ethnoscience from the Japanese 
perspective.  For simplicity, I abbreviate Western ethnoscience as W-science and distinguish 
other ethnosciences by a proper adjective, preceding „science‟, e.g. Japanese science.  In 
addition, we will have to distinguish Japanese science carefully from Japanized W-science.  
The terms „science education‟ and „science class‟ will be used for education promoting 
W-science whether in the West or the non-West; the term „science education‟ will not be used 
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in order to indicate „Japanese-science education‟. 
 
 
3. ASSOCIATIVE RELATION IN SCIENCE EDUCATION 
In order to inquire what „shizen‟ signifies to Japanese in contrast to what „nature‟ signifies to 
Westerners, we must introduce the idea of associative relation, one of the most important 
concepts in structural linguistics.
6
  Because they are an integral part of conceptual activity, 
associative relations result in differences in forms of thought.
7
  A given word will call up a 
large number of other words one after another, owing to a similarity of signified, signifier, or 
both.  Associative relations appearing in a specific language establish specific forms of 
thought.  The forms of thought can be characterized by a chain of linguistic signs, a chain 
along which logic then operates.  In such a chain, each word selects the succeeding word on 
the basis of an associative relation with the preceding word.  Consequently, logic is different 
if the language employed in reasoning is different.  Associative relations govern the way of 
thinking and reasoning.  Reasoning is advanced socio-psychologically and 
cultural-linguistically. 
     Whorf used the term „linguistic meaning‟ instead of „associative relation‟, but what he 
observed are actual appearances of associative relations that dominate an individual‟s 
behavior.  Manifestations of an individual‟s behavior are the materialization of specific forms 
of thought governed by associative relations. 
After a period of use, the fire below one of the stills spread to the 'limestone', which to everyone‟s 
great surprise burned vigorously.  Exposure to acetic acid fumes from the stills had covered part 
of the limestone (calcium carbonate) to calcium acetate.  This when heated in a fire decomposes, 
forming inflammable acetone.  Behavior that tolerated fire close to the covering was induced by 
use of the mane „limestone‟, which because it ends in '-stone' implies noncombustibility. (Whorf 
1959, p.136)  
If „limestone‟ had another name implying combustibility, the accident would not have taken 
place.  Associative relations guide human thoughts and behavior and form characteristic 
ways of thinking:  „His thinking itself is in a language --- in English, in Sanskrit, in Chinese‟ 
(Whorf 1959, p.252).  Usually we are not aware of the fact that associative relations 
formulate our own forms of thought.  We become aware of it if and only if we encounter 
another type of associative relation by intentional learning.  Awareness of associative 
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differences is a necessary condition for an impartial study of cross-cultural phenomena. 
     By assimilating  the  associative relations formed around  'nature',  i.e.  
nature-associated relations, we can start to examine what „nature‟ signifies to Westerners as 
opposed to what „shizen‟ signifies to Japanese.  On account of the close relationship between 
W-science and Christian faith (cf. Lindberg 1986), the Greek word „logos‟ can be regarded as 
a pivotal word of nature-associated relations in the present context.  The words around 
„logos‟ have constituted the characteristic features of W-scientific forms of thought.  The 
words which „logos‟ unconsciously calls up in a discourse are as follows:  God, Creator, 
creature, nature, word, language, reason, ratio, rational, reasonable, etc..  Nature-associated 
relations come out both through the Christian interpretation of „logos‟ as God and through its 
Latin translation as „ratio‟.  Without taking account of the nature-associated relations, 
non-Western people could not understand the very essence of the following quotation from 
the concluding remarks in A Brief History of Time. 
However, if we do discover a complete theory, it should in time be understandable in broad 
principle by everyone, not just a few scientists.  Then we shall all, philosophers, scientists, and 
just ordinary people, be able to take part in the discussion of the question of why it is that we and 
the universe exist.  If we find the answer to that, it would be the ultimate triumph of human 
reason --- for then we would know the mind of God. (Hawking 1988, p.175)  
From the viewpoint of the East, where Christian faith is not embraced, W-science is quite 
unique in its motive force.  We can identify Hawking‟s motive force with Kepler‟s. 
It had almost been a mystical urge and a religious preoccupation which had impelled a man like 
Kepler to reduce the universe to mechanical law in order to show that God was consistent and 
reasonable --- that He had not left things at the mercy even of His own caprice. (Butterfield 1985, 
p.166) 
Until „the ultimate triumph of human reason‟, W-science will continue to give W-scientific 
challenges to natural phenomena.  Actually, W-scientific viewpoint has created those 
phenomena to be observed.  Nature-associated relations of SAE languages play an extremely 
important role in creating W-scientific phenomena and objects:  „Newtonian space, time, and 
matter are no intuitions.  They are recepts from culture and language.  That is where 
Newton got them‟ (Whorf 1959, p.153).  We have already pointed out that quarks would be 
neither produced nor observed without the viewpoint of field theory.  This viewpoint is 
embodied in SAE languages used.  The Japanese have never shared such a viewpoint, and 
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consequently have never been influenced by the same motive force as Kepler, Newton, and 
Hawking. 
     We have just discussed the motive force comprised in W-science.  This study 
simultaneously makes it possible to understand Japanese science with respect to W-science.  
The study focuses on a comparison of associative relations formed around „nature‟ and 
„shizen‟ respectively.  It is appropriate to call the latter „shizen-associated relations‟.  For 
science education in Japan, epistemology
8
 means to assimilate shizen-associated relations 
while for science education in the West it means to assimilate nature-associated relations.  
Because forming associative relation is unconscious, we must make a deliberate effort to pick 
up the words forming shizen-associated relations.  To grasp them consciously, we used 
English translations of two novels
9
 (Kawasaki et al. 1992).  The procedure was as follows:  
First, all the sentences including „shizen‟ were taken from the novels; second, the 
corresponding English sentences were searched for in the English versions; if possible, words 
or phrases in the English sentences were identified as correspondent to „shizen‟; finally, they 
were retranslated into Japanese again without using the word „shizen‟.  The resulting 
expressions are associatively related to „shizen‟ through the similarity of „signified‟.  By 
paying careful attention to difference between nature- and shizen- associated relations, we 
come to understand what the term „shizen‟ signifies to Japanese. 
     The English words contained in the list below are ones obtained from the procedure 
described above.  They form shizen-associated relations though each of them is translated 
into English for comparison with nature-associated relations (Kawasaki et al. 1992). 
consequently; was forced by circumstances; intuitive; in time; circumstances; so constantly; 
normalcy; natural and necessary; natural goodwill; scene; as the result; inevitably; the fresh green 
world; had to do; force of circumstances; already; self-conscious; therefore; present itself 
naturally; my natural self; my conscience; quite understandable. 
Westerners might think that the shizen-associated terms were isolated by unreasonable means, 
because the associative relation might seem chaotic, confused, ambiguous, absurd, and 
nonsensical.  This impression is similar to that made on Japanese when they encounter the 
nature-associations: logos, God, Creator, creature etc..  Japanese have never been given an 
indigenous explanation that everything was made by a creator recognized as logos.  In the 
Japanese belief system everything came into being in an irrational way (Kawasaki 1990). 
     Nature-associated relations lead to W-scientific ways of thinking; similarly, 
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shizen-associated relations lead to Japanese scientific ways of thinking, which pertains to 
peculiar phenomena and objects created by the Japanese viewpoint.  The difference in 
connotation between „nature‟ and „shizen‟ readily suggests the difference in ways of thinking 
between the West and Japan.  From the word list above, we can gather that „shizen‟ connotes 
the following:  „self-conscious‟, „my natural self‟, and „my conscience‟.  Indeed, Japanese 
people have considered „shizen‟ as something supernatural that gives an assurance of 
individual‟s virtue (Kawasaki 1990).  Japanese have enriched Japanese science based on 
shizen-associated relations.  Before modernizing, Japanese could have their own satisfactory 
lives without the results of W-science.  If „nature‟ reminded Westerners of the same 
connotations as „shizen‟, Western ways of thinking and W-science would be neither possible 
nor established.  „Nature‟ would denote something supernatural! 
     This raises a serious questions common to the non-West where science education is 
carried out:  Can we (non-Westerners) find an equivalent of 'nature'?; if we can, does the 
word correctly signify what „nature‟ signifies to the West?; Can the word form the same 
associative relations as „nature‟?  From the viewpoint of structural linguistics, the answers to 
these questions are definitely negative.  If we try to give positive answers, we have to support 
intellectualism or logocentrism which insists on a reality independent of language. 
     Suppose a Japanese science teacher refers to „shizen‟ in a science class.  The teacher 
cannot expect Japanese students to recollect in their minds nature-associated relations.  It is 
only shizen-associated relations that the teacher can call up in their minds.  Even though the 
teacher intends „shizen‟ to signify what „nature‟ signifies to Western students, he or she will be 
unsuccessful and introduce only confusion into the Japanese students‟ minds.  Furthermore, 
the use of „shizen‟  will confuse the science teacher who is educated in W-science: 
Consciously the teacher indicates one of the objects that W-scientific viewpoint created, but 
unconsciously connotes the objects associated with „shizen‟.  This problem cannot be solved 
by defining „shizen‟ in accordance with „nature‟.  It is impossible to do this because it would 
require a positive definition rather than a contrastive one.  It may appear that both „nature‟ 
and „shizen‟ can point to the same thing, but there are two items that differ from each other.  
The denotation of the two words may appear the same, but their connotations essentially differ 
from each other.  Their different associative relations prevent the two words from having the 
same connotation. 
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4. SCIENCE EDUCATION IN JAPAN 
According to modern physics all matter consists of molecules which are ultimately composed 
of elementary particles.  If we justify the statement „physicists create new particles rather than 
simply discover them‟, it is the physicists‟ viewpoint that creates the universe.  Since the 
physicists‟ ways of thinking are guided by nature-associated relations, we have to raise the 
following questions:  „How does science education in Japan relate to W-science?‟, „Can 
science education in Japan overcome this problem?‟10  In science education, Japanese 
teachers have never paid attention to the difference in the associative relations.  Japanese 
science teachers have expected the word „shizen‟ to call up the same connotations in their 
students‟ mind as „nature‟ does in Western students‟ mind.  This is simply impossible since 
„shizen‟ has acquired its own connotations in accordance with Japanese philosophy. 
     The existence of the conflict (Kawasaki 1990) can be supported by Brown‟s argument 
that „meanings are the objects of significant perception‟ (Brown 1979, p.89).  Meanings 
cannot be free from associative relations in a specific language.  It is not the case that a 
natural phenomenon itself is the object of significant perception.  The phenomenon can 
become the object of significant perception only when meanings are given by a specific 
language that offers the required perspective.  „Shizen‟ symbolizes all connotations of the 
word, whether Japanese are conscious or unconscious of the fact.  Conflict arises when 
Japanese students confuse what „shizen‟ signifies with what „nature‟ signifies.  This means 
that in Japan, science education fails to teach both „shizen‟ and „nature‟ with the respective 
associative relations formed around them.  This is a direct result of the statement of Saussure 
that „one can neither divide sound from thought nor thought from sound‟.  The situation 
described here may be shared by non-Western nations conducting science education in their 
own languages. 
     What, then, has science education really done in Japan?  Can science education treat 
W-science as long as it uses the Japanese language?  To resolve these problems, it would be 
helpful to separate W-science from technology and to dismantle the common impression that 
they are inseparable. 
The distinction between „Science‟ and „Technology‟ is very vague.  There are no sharp 
discontinuities as we go from the most academic pure research, through applied science, to 
industrial development and technical innovation.  ......Science connects with society, and flows 
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into ordinary life, through technology.  (Ziman 1980, p.71)  
In this quotation, we should interpret „science‟ as „W-science‟.  Essentially, every type of 
science, be it Western or non-Western, is an art of recognition, while technology is an art of 
creation aimed at improving human life.  Recognition must be accomplished as the gestalt; 
on the other hand, technology can be achieved and acquired step by step, in atomistic ways.  
Essentially recognition differs from creation; similarly, science from technology.  
Recognition cannot make material change.  Nobody, except the person concerned, can 
perceive the results of recognition directly.  In contrast, everybody can see the outcome of 
technological creations.  Whether in the West or in the non-West, the same technology can 
bring forth the same results, at least materially.  Technology is by nature universal.  For 
example, integrated circuits can be produced without a knowledge of crystal physics as an art 
of recognition of matter.  How to make them is not the question of recognition.  When the 
technological aspects of W-science are discussed, it becomes impossible to recognize the 
difference in attitude toward W-science between the West and Japan.  The universality of 
technology hides the conceptual differences between the West and Japan. 
     The actual reason why Japan has conducted science education is to build up an 
industrialized society.  Japanese seem to simply believe in the applicability of W-science to 
Japan for the purpose of modernization.  To Japan, the term „modernization‟ has meant 
development in technology.  In Japan, science teachers tend to regard science education as 
propaganda for W-science and disregard the pure-scientific aspect of W-science in their 
teaching.  This may sound inconceivable to the West.  However, Japan has appreciated only 
the technological aspect of W-science since the beginning of modernization.  Consequently, 
Japan began to Japanize W-science in accordance with shizen-associated relations; in other 
words, the success in Japanizing W-science is supposed to make Japanese capable of 
receiving W-science and conducting science education.  The majority of junior high school 
students consider W-science not an art of recognition but an art of technology (Kobayashi 
1994, p.221) although science education has been conducted during more than a century in 
Japan. 
     Since changes in language, i.e. recognition, are wholly unintentional (Saussure 1966, 
p.85), it is unintentional or unconscious that conceptual rearrangement as a social 
phenomenon takes place in shizen-associated relations.  I called this „a hidden conflict in the 
Japanese science education‟ (Kawasaki  1990).  The problem „what has science education 
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really done in Japan?‟ will be resolved only when science education in Japan becomes aware 
of the hidden conflict.  Through conducting epistemology which gives answers to the 
question „What is Knowing and the Known?‟, science education in Japan will become aware 
of the hidden conflict and overcome it.  Epistemology always demands self-referential 
considerations because a subject of the verb „to know‟ is the person conducting epistemology.  
When science education in Japan inquires „What is Knowing and the Known?‟, it must think 
self-referentially.  As long as the pure-scientific aspect of W-science is excluded from 
science education, self-referential thought can be avoided and technological problems can be 
treated by considering efficiency only.  The problem of avoiding self-referential thoughts, i.e. 
epistemology, closely relates to how the difference should be treated between nature- and 
shizen-associated relations in the context of science education. 
     Viewed from a different angle, we have already resolved an analogous problem.  In 
conducting foreign language education, the difference in associative relations has never been 
disregarded.  In this area, the difference in associative relations is not a hindrance to be 
overcome; on the contrary, foreign language education aims specifically at explaining or 
emphasizing that difference.  Even though a foreign language might be regarded as a 
nomenclature at the very beginning of learning, the difference in associative relations will be 
noticed sooner or later.  If a student fails to understand it, he or she merely acquires novel 
modes of expressing concepts and thoughts associated with his or her mother tongues.  This 
does not introduce any confusion into the articulating system of the mother tongue.  Instead 
of causing confusion in the students‟ minds, the learning makes their mother tongue more 
definite or sometimes more fertile. 
     If Japan identifies science education with foreign language education, the difference in 
associative relations will be treated adequately.  Consequently, no conflict caused from the 
difference will occur; Japanese will be able to distinguish between W-science, Japanized 
W-science, and Japanese science.  The chief aim of science education in Japan should be to 
bring up Japanese students who can see these distinctions.  Only when Japanese try to carry 
out this rationale, will science education in Japan be able to take part in investigations of the 
ground of knowledge cultivated in Japan: epistemology. 
     It follows from the above discussion that science education should take a relativistic 
view of W-science and should question its often professed universality (cf. Merton 1968, 
p.607).  As has been pointed out, W-science has not only the pure-scientific aspect but also 
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the technological aspect.  If we disregard the pure-scientific aspect, we may assert that 
W-science has universality based on the technological aspect that aims at improving human 
life.  This is why Japan has believed in the applicability of W-science for modernization.  
The applicability, however, should be de-emphasized if the role of W-science as an art of 
recognition is to be focused on. 
     To a greater or less degree, a civilization insists on its own type of universality.  Several 
types of universality have been sought under the names of „Idea‟, „Revelation‟, „Dharma‟, 
„Tao‟, etc..  Obviously, they are independent of each other; at least, we can say that they have 
unique traditions respectively.  The universality concerning W-science is one indigenous to 
Western civilization:  Western universality.  This universality originates from the notion of 
universal knowledge. 
The ideal of such a universal knowledge has played a dominant role in the course of European 
culture, both scientific and humanistic, whether expressed in the educational requirements for 
merely the Roman orator and architect or at its apogee in the eighteenth-century Encyclopedie for 
the enlightenment of a whole age.  (McRae 1973, p.431) 
Western universality can be seen to spring from two sources, namely, the notions of „Idea‟ and 
„Revelation‟; other types of universality cannot relate to them.  Consequently, Western 
universality never works as „universal‟ for non-Westerners.  This is a central paradox for 
non-Westerners who intend to transplant W-science into their own forms of thought.  From 
the pure-scientific viewpoint of W-science, Western universality should be relativized. 
     It is not important whether there might be „a universal knowledge‟ or not, but it is 
significant that Western philosophy has believed in „the ideal of a universal knowledge‟.  
W-scientific viewpoint reflects that ideal.  Actually, the universality in modern technology is 
profoundly influenced by Western universality and has dazzled Japan to accept W-science.  
This is why science education in Japan must differentiate the two aspects of W-science from 
each other.  One works as universal and the other does not.  The universality of W-science 
belongs only to its technological aspect.  However, it should be noticed that relativized 
science as well as W-science is an art of recognition.  Ziman‟s impression is true about 
W-science only because the two aspects are integrated in W-science, at least in modern times.  
One of the most important characteristic features of modern W-science is that it is inseparable 
from technology.  Although it is often implied that the characteristic feature was constituted 
by the art of experiment, the present article will not discuss this in detail.  A comparative 
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study of this issue will be made elsewhere. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
Generally speaking, science education is not directly based on W-science, but an 
institutionalized view of W-science governs science education.  A specific society forms the 
institutionalized view of W-science corresponding to its culture and tradition.  In short, 
science education is conducted based on what the society regards as W-science.  The 
inherent Japanese value system has institutionalized a view of W-science:  the Japanese view, 
which may Japanize W-science.  Serious differences in the institutionalized view of 
W-science may, on many occasions, exist between the West and Japan.  Typically, Japan has 
received W-science for the purpose of modernization and disregarded its recognizing aspect.  
Although the technological aspect of W-science is inseparable from its pure-scientific aspect, 
Japan has realized W-science only as a successful art of creation.  This is the typical view 
institutionalized in Japan. 
     On one hand, the West has upheld the philosophical tradition to consider what 
W-science is. Western philosophy of W-science has institutionalized Western view of 
W-science and it has coordinated science education in the West.  For Westerners, it is 
self-referential to consider what W-science is.  On the other hand, for Japanese it is not 
self-referential.  An inquiry concerning W-science itself will lead Japanese merely to an 
understanding of what has been thought in the West.  Since Japanese believe in the 
universality of W-science, it is probable that Japanese make the following misunderstanding:  
It is self-referential to consider what W-science is.  Because science education in Japan has 
been devoid of epistemology, Japanese have disregarded the pure-scientific aspect of 
W-science.  I have to emphasize, however, that it is self-referential for Japanese to consider 
what Japanese science is, what Japanized W-science is, and what the Japanese view of 
W-science is.  An investigation of the Japanese view of W-science will raise new questions 
about how to coordinate science education in Japan. 
     In Japan science education can relate to epistemology through the following three 
questions:  „What is intended?‟, „What is done?‟, and „What has resulted?‟, in science 
education in Japan.  In non-Western countries as well as Japan, an accordance among the 
three answers to these questions is rarely achieved because education is conducted in 
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respective communities that have their peculiar viewpoints of W-science.  The accordance 
may be possible in the West only.  The pure-scientific aspect of W-science makes a serious 
difference between the nature- and shizen-associated relations.  Some Japanese people who 
carried on a campaign for enlightenment insisted on a change in recognition:  The Japanese 
traditional ways of recognizing should be substituted for the Western ways of recognizing.  
In actuality, however, an intentional change in recognition is improbable (Saussure 1966, 
p.85) because the change would demand a rearrangement of the whole articulating system 
concerned.  Then, Japanese would be forced to replace Japanese language by SAE for the 
intentional change.  In fact, in a state of cultural confusion, some Japanese persons advocated 
the substitution of the Japanese language just after the opening to the world or the defeat in 
WWII.  Naturally, they failed. 
     As the result of regarding only the practical utility of W-science, Japan has failed to 
establish a specific Japanese rationale for science education.  If only practical utility is 
stressed, Japanese students cannot find any understanding of what W-science is.  The 
technological aspect of W-science hides the pure-scientific aspect of it from Japanese.  
„W-science without idea‟ incurs a contradiction in terms.  This is a central paradox of science 
education in Japan and the paradox must be common to non-Western countries.  In order to 
dissolve the contradiction, it is essential for science education in Japan to relativize W-science 
through comparative study on the difference in associative relations.  However, the concept 
of „relativized W-science‟ raises an almost insoluble problem for the West. 
Cultural relativism destroys both one's own and the good.  What is most characteristic of the 
West is science, particularly understood as the quest to know nature and the consequent 
denigration of convention --- i.e., culture or the West understood as a culture --- in favor of what is 
accessible to all men as men through their common and distinctive faculty, reason.  Science‟s 
latest attempts to grasp the human situation --- cultural relativism, historicism, the fact-value 
distinction --- are the suicide of science.  Culture, hence closedness, reigns supreme.  Openness 
to closedness is what we teach. (Bloom 1988, pp.38-39) 
The foregoing is a very sincere and honest confession made by the West.  By nature, 
W-science positively objects to being relativized; if not, W-science cannot insist on its 
universal features, according to which W-science has been cultivated and developed.  The 
idea of W-science is inevitably destroyed by the cultural relativism, on which the present 
article is based.  The relativization of science is a problem unique to the West and it will be 
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resolved by Western epistemology. 
     If Japan can identify science education with foreign language education, significant 
procedures will be found for introducing W-science as a whole, not only the technological 
aspect but also the pure-scientific aspect, without adding unnecessary confusion to the 
indigenous associative relations formed in Japanese.  It will be certain that the procedures 
work well as a significant schema for conducting science education in the non-West.  To 
relativize W-science in the manner explained above, a Japanese science teacher can make 
students conduct epistemology by using the difference in associative relations, rather than 
stress the utility of W-science.  The contradiction „science without idea‟ will be dissolved.  
Non-Western countries will be able to establish their own types of rationale respectively.  All 
of them might differ from each other, but the necessity of epistemology is common. 
     The present article tries to relativize modern science by assigning to it the limiting name 
„W-science‟.  In this context, the term „science‟ plays the same role as „langage‟ in structural 
linguistics.  English, Japanese, Chinese, Shawnee, etc., the actual languages are 
materializations of the human linguistic ability; similarly, a relativized science, e.g. W-science, 
is one manifestation of the human ability to articulate the physical world.
11
  The general issue 
of science education is to examine the possibility of translation or interpretation of W-science 
into actual „sciences‟ as materialized respectively.  Any interpretation should be allowed 
because every language has the right to be used.  Epistemology in science education is 
nothing but an inquiry into the interpretation of W-science given by each language.  If all of 
us who are interested in science education, regardless of language, tradition, or culture, allow 
the differences in the interpretation of W-science, W-science will, it might sound paradoxical, 
obtain universality. 
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Notes 
1. The term „non-West‟ or „non-Western‟ divides the whole world into two.  Roughly 
speaking, the West stands for the United States and Canada, and the countries of Western and 
Southern Europe that culturally and with regard to science identify themselves as linear 
successors to the legacy of Greco-Roman civilization.  The non-West implies the all 
countries that have been forced to accept Western civilization to a greater or lesser degree. 
 
2. This term also plays a significant role in Chinese philosophy with a specific pronunciation.  
In fact, Japanese philosophy learned it from Chinese philosophy about fifteen hundred years 
ago and Japanized its conception noticeably.  In the present report, however, this situation is 
disregarded for simplicity.  
 
3. Although the present article pays no attention to other nations in the non-West, many types  
of science education ought to be distinguished among the non-West, where numerous types of 
language persist that cannot be calibrated.  Besides the formation of the concepts „West‟ and 
„non-West‟, the formation of the concept „SAE language‟ is a typical case of Saussure‟s 
statement:  „it is the viewpoint that creates the object‟.  The present article disregards 
differences among SAE languages, English, German, French, etc..  See the next section. 
 
4. The O.E.D. defines „intellectualism‟ as:  The doctrine that knowledge is wholly or mainly 
derived from the action of intellect, i.e. from pure reason.  From this explanation we can 
conclude that intellectualism presupposes pure reason which is independent of language.  
Logocentrism has the same attitude to pure reason. 
 
5. In this citation the statement „its signifieds are changeable and contingent‟ is intended to 
justify the assertion that „Language is not a nomenclature‟; the present article avoids an 
explicit discussion of diachronicity of language.  Actually, the question „How do signifieds 
change?‟ is the most significant in conducting epistemology because it considers a dynamic 
aspect of language or culture and searches for something unchanged to be found through 
diachronic considerations.  This issue will be discussed separately in the succeeding articles. 
 
6. Saussure presented two types of relation among linguistic signs:  syntagmatic and 
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associative.  Syntagmatic relations pertain to the order of words in the necessarily linear 
production of language and do not directly affect the character of conceptual content.  
Consequently, I shall disregard them in my discussion of the different conceptions of science. 
 
7. In Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples (Nakamura 1993,  p.588), Wiener commented as 
follows:  By „logic‟ (defined in various ways even today) Dr. Nakamura means „forms of 
thought‟ in both empirical and formal, inductive and deductive modes of thinking, and thus 
inseparable from socio-psychological and cultural-linguistic conditions. 
 
8. For „epistemology‟ the O.E.D. gives the general definition:  „What is Knowing and the 
Known‟. 
 
9. These novels were originally written in Japanese by Soseki, one of the most distinguished 
writers in Japan.  The English versions are as follows. 
Tr. by McClellan, E.:  1989[1969], Grass on the Wayside, Tuttle, Tokyo;  
Tr. by McClellan, E.:  1987[1957], Kokoro, Tuttle, Tokyo.  
 
10. If the reader is a non-Westerner or interested in science education in the non-West, „In 
Japan‟ may be replaced by the reader‟s country concerned.  The reader must be aware of the 
same problems. 
 
11. This usage „physical‟ is rather improper because it implies an opposition to the usage 
„mental‟.  As shown above, the word „shizen‟ is largely concerned with something mental 
rather than physical according to Japanese way of articulation. 
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